Earn a **Minor in Diversity Studies** in Just 18 Units!

*How difference—cultural, racial, sexual, biological, linguistic, geographic—shapes who we are and how we live together.*

### LOWER DIVISION

Choose THREE courses from the foundations and lower division disciplinary areas.

**NOTE:** Each of the three courses must be from a different area.

### FOUNDATIONS
- ANTH 111: Survey of Physical Anthropology
- BIOL 105: Food, Fiber, Drugs
- CMST 132: Small Group Communications
- GEOG 101WI: Intro to Physical Geography
- JOUR 130WI: Professional Writing for Public Audiences
- PSYC 100: Critical Thinking and Decision-Making

### ARTS
- ARTH 130USD: Survey Western Art 1800-Present
- KINE 152: Intro to Dance
- THEA 252: Politics, Power, Performance

### HUMANITIES
- AIST HIST 230: American Indian History USD
- ENGL 264: American Ethnic & Regional WritersUSD/WI
- RELS 224: Religion & America’s Ethnic MinoritiesUSD/WI (F)
- RELS/MJIS 204: Judaism & the Minority ExperienceUSD/WI (S)

### SOCIAL SCIENCES: INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY
- GEOG 102: Intro to Human GeographyGC
- MCGS 155: Intro to Multicultural and Gender StudiesUSD/WI
- PSYC 151: Socio-Cultural Context of Human Development

### SOCIAL SCIENCES: SOCIETAL INSTITUTIONS
- AFAM 170: Intro to African-American StudiesUSD
- SOCI/CHST 157: Intro to Chicano StudiesUSD (F)
- SOCI/AAST 152: Intro to Asian-American ExperienceUSD (S)

### LIFELONG LEARNING
- KINE 295: Disability and Physical Activity in the Media
- CHLD 252: Child Development
- RELS 264: Death, Dying and the AfterlifeGC/WI

### ARTS/HUMANITIES
- ENGL 364: American Ethnic and Regional LiteratureUSD/WI
- FLNG 355: Bilingualism in North AmericaUSD
- PHIL 337: Philosophy of RaceUSD/WI

### NATURAL SCIENCES
- BIOL 302: EvolutionWI/C
- BIOL 323: Biology of Sex
- GEOS 355: Geological Hazards

### SOCIAL SCIENCES
- ECON 340: Work, Wealth, Income DistributionWI
- GEOG 352: The United StatesUSD
- SOCI/MCGS 350: Ethnic and Race RelationsUSD

### UPPER DIVISION

Choose ONE course from each of the three upper division disciplinary areas.
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